Graduate School of Business

Increasing Representation
- Variety of recruiting programs for all 3 of our degree programs.
- **BOLD Fellows fund** to help close intergenerational wealth gaps among admitted students
- Active in the [Race in America](#) Cluster hire

Building a Culture of Inclusion and Belonging
- 19 new case studies featuring BIPOC protagonists
- [Rising Scholar Conference](#) for URM PhD and postdoctoral students.
- Workshops on bias and microaggressions; new [PhD course](#) developed to focus on diversity and inclusion and impacts of such on academic careers

Making Positive Changes Beyond GSB
- New Executive Education Program for Black leaders
- [Leadership for Society](#) course and [Anti-Racism/Allyship Journey](#) for entire community

Holding Ourselves Accountable
- Creation of the DEI Council
- [Annual DEI report](#) (in year 2 now)